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In the fbst section we disc- the cl- 9$(m&ic)~ It turas out that the aace 
when 9 implies compactness ahauild be treated separr&ly f&m the k&e .&hen 9 
implies counoable compactness. Thus we shall denote by G$,#) the class of spaces 
thai have a prfect mapping with filxxs having 9 onto a spa-4 b&n &,e andi by 
P&N) the class of spaces that have B quruilpmfect f = &xx& wit% cmmtal&ktmpact 
fibers) mapping onto a space from A. 
The results for P&42) are less general than the iesults for &(&). However, the 
most important applications are obtained for 9$@!) and the ifilvestigation f @$(ti) 
yields some consistency results. 
The second sccticn is divided into two parts Xn the first part we d+uss the 
classes 9,(me?acompact Moore) and in the second part we in&at+ hew w extmd 
the results of the first part for P&etacmyact Mame!, 
The rmslts obrained in the second section can be considered as generalizationa 
of the corresponding results of the firz;r section. 
Ir\ :he last section uve list some problems. 
We shall use the terminology ati notation from [!J]. By a -mapping we always 
mean a continuows function. All spaces art? assumb2d to be regular,%% iften refer 
to resu!ts from [6] which we consider to lx- the first part of this paper. We also 
adopt he ;?otation from 161. 
We shall consider the following properties of a sequence {D,,}n;l.l of subsets of 
if spacz X: 
(pi If f’L al D, f 0, then f’J {A: A E d} # 0 Pm- any centered mllestion & of 
subsets of X Containing {Dn : n a 1). 
(q) If fLJ I De f 0, then n {A: A E d) f 0 for any centered courr;ltrhble collectian 
A! of subets of X containing {De: n a l), 
(9,) UUl;r* satisfies (p) and closed subset% ofntia, De have the: pmperty @, 
t9,) (D,&I satisfies (q) a1143 closed subsets of nisi D, have the, property $? 
VVe shall often use the following well known lemma. 
. 
1 satisfies (q) for x 65 X, 
1. ciosed mappings amto metric spaces 
- &Ais~‘ujelI~*~~n &ah spms thht can be mapped anto a metric space by a closed 
m@ppingcaa. bechara&&m! in terms 0% mrmall sequssnms oob closed covers (see 
[6, f?.1])* 
ln rhe investigation of the invariantness ofP,(metric) the following characteriz- 
q&on turns out to be mire useful (see [13, IWposition 2] and [6, Ml). 
Mot, The ‘only if’ part follows from Lemma 0.1. 
To prove the ‘if’ pagt observe first, that the pseudometric p generated on X by 
the sequence {%&?A h&s the prcjperty that x E tt, E cpk, implies x E B(x, e) t t& ior 
a certain e > 0. Therefore, Lemma 0.1 implies that the mapping of X onto the 
metric space induced by p is a closed mapping. 
Proposition i..l gives (see [6,0.3]) the following theorem. 
Theorem LX. An open and perfect image of u space from P,l,metric $ is in 8,t metric ). . 
For the property 9 of being countably compact we obtain: 
Perfect and open and compact images of sp sees from P,(me:ric) can be character- 
izedasin.[16] and [8] (see [6, Theorems 1.1.I). 
’ For the prope irties SP of being compact or : i one point set @$(metricj is preserved 
by per&M mappings (see [1O],-f9, 4.4.15]). Exanlple 1. I of ~61 shows that this is 
not the mse whel\ 9 is thf* property of being ..l compact metric space or the property 
of being a finite Wt. It is known (see [i5j, [U]) that a perfect image of an M-space 
need not be an &_-space unless it is a normal spiace. 
For the properties 9 stronger than compactnJ/ss we obtain a result a 
[Of Thep*t;m 1.2.A). 
Theorem 1.2.A yields the following corollary,. 
1.2.A. Assume that f : .X -9 Y is a peqkt tmppitig of a ,sproCe X on&~ a 
ce Y. If X has a closed fidte-a-one mapphg -mto a met& spkpce, -then 
Y has such Q mapping too. 
. 
Rem; L2.A. Theorem 1 .?.A is valid for the claw &(metrie) if Y i%ad&tio;n&ly 
assumed to be a normal space (the proof remains essentially Fe same). YE 
asswntption i normality is essential. The sentence “if a perfect $a& Y i&perfect 
intage of a space X E gbq(metric), thein YE Se,(ne?ric)” isindependent ofthe &ioms 
of ZFC. 
Under the assumption of F #I!+ --CH, Countably compact .subsets of Y are 
compact [24] and, therefore, Y is a paraclmpact p-space. 
On the other hand, under the assumption of 0 (see [U]), a perfect image of a 
perfect /Kspace need not be an M-space. 
The following example isa modification ofan example in [IS] and uses a countably 
compact non-normal perfect space constructed under the assumption of 6 in [23]. 
We therefore assume 0. 
Example 1.2.8. There exist a. perfect N-space X and a perfect at most wo-to-one 
mapping of X onto a space Y which does not have tiny quasi-perfect mapping 
onto a metric space. Moreover, Y does not have any mapping with countably 
compact fibers onto a T’z o-space (see Se&on 2 of [6]). 
The space X is the sum of countably many copies Sk, k * 1, of the countably 
compact non-normal pcxfect space S constructed in[23]. The space S lcontains two 
disjoint closed subset D and E of cardinality HI that cannot be separated by open 
subsets in S. It is easy to check, that every real-valued mapping of S is constant 
on some co-counta~~le subset of D w E (see [IS, p. 5 11)). 
f identifyQ, for k 3 1,. E~~:-f c &k-1 with &a G= &k and 
2k+ 1 is a closed mapping. 
e +totient sybace Y has a mapping p onto a Tz o-space Z. Then 
is a compact metric spnce and, as in [IS], pf is constant ors a co-count 
us plf is ~o~st~~ ona ~~w~ountabi~ subset of UkBj 
an& consequently, the fibers of p are not countably compact. 
Exan;_ple 2.2 of [6] shows that an open finite-to-one image of a paracomgact 
Ip-spa= need \~ot have a,~y pxfect mapping onto a Moore space. In this section 
we show that if the image sp.ace is perfect, then it has a perfect mapping onto a 
metawmpact R&ore space. Next, we discuss the class of spaces that have a perfect 
mppipg on!0 a metacompact Moore space‘ 
We start withJa characterization f spaces in PP(metacompact Moore). 
Theorem 2.1. l%e fsN0wing conditions ate equivalent for a space Y: 
(1) Y E 9$&m?taiccsmprict Moore), 
(2) Y has a segumce’[V ) n nal icrf point-finite sgen covers satisfying 
(8 ~(y)=fLJWJy>~~ f0v-Z 
(ii) far every y E Y and n 2 1 there exists Q k 2 I such that 
(ii9 {I+7 X (y Nn a~ satisfies (p) for y E Y, 
(iv) for every y E Y and n 3 3. there exists a k Z= I. such that 
n v&w n vdYb 
We can assume that VR+, refines Vfi for n 2 I. Conditions (i) and (ii) can 
d in order to construct a ping p of Y onto a metacompact developable 
space Z (see the proof of orems 2.1 in [6]). The fi ers of y” are t’ne sets M (y )a 
Conditions (iii), (iv) and L assure that p is a erfect mappiwg ad Z is a 
proo0. 
open covers such that (n VT&)) rc;*$ satjsfies (#J :& ye y*. & 
modify this sequence by oonstructitlg, for each n * 1, a counUble family @i&&k 
$y finite sequences of pairs of natumi nutabm)of ~~~F~~~~~O~n~~~~~;Y 
containing the cover V’,,, and satisfying (ii) and (iv). Obviously, the W&I i#&&e 
families will satisfy (2) of Theorem 2. IL. The inductive construction of eacIr of these 
families is based on the following lemma (see I,emm~a 2.2.B of [i]& I’ 1 j . 
Proof. Let Yi = (y E Y: 1 J/(y)1 3 i}. Clearly Yi is open in Y and, c0nsequentIy, 
Yi = U+ I Fisi, where fi,, are closed in Y. 
Put 3&J ‘= V u ( Y\Fkj} and TVi,j = (n JuJy): y E Y}. We’shaII show thait, for each 
y E Y, there e xist i, f’ a 1 su& that St(y, VV’i,j) =n T(y). 
For y E Y take i = IV(y)\ and j ZE 1 so -h that y E JQ. If y E nT&(y’j.~ vu for 
some y’ E Y, then y E nV(y’) and Y’E &. Thus “3r(y’)c V(y) and lV(y”&~ i. Con- 
sequently, 7V1Jyt) = V(y’) = V(y) and f-7 %&(y’) = n ‘k”(y), which proves that 
wy, wl) = n vtyh 
From the metacompactness of Y, it follows that, fot each i, j 3 1, there exists a 
point-finite open cover Pit of Y such that the closures of the elements of Vi,, refine 
3Vi.k 
If ye Yandi,j B 1 are such thRt St(y, 3Vi.j) ==: n V(y), then (ii) follows from 
Y\U W*j\V,i<Y )) = WY, x,j, = WY, ffZ& = n WY), 
and (iv) follows from 
In the class of perfect spaces, open and compact images of paracompact p-spaces 
are precisely metacompact p-c;paces f8]. Thus Theorem 2.2 gives, for the property 
9 of being a compact subset, as a corollary: 
coroll 2JL A perfect spuce Y has a perfect mnpging artto a me:acompact MOOR 
space iff Y is a mer’acompact p-spaw. 
Let us turn now +3 the investigation of perfect images and open and compact 
images of spaces in 9,(metacompact Moore), 
It is well known that s aces in .~~(m~ta~~mpa~t A%oore) are metaco 
spaces. If Y is a perfect image of E space Py E 9Jmetacompact &Ioore), th 
Moo~~:kpace. The next theorem shows that, in fact, YE &(metacompact Moore) 
ad, therefore, generalizes Theorem 1.2.A (see [6, Theorem 2,2,A]). 
. ! r _ 
TbWmMAii. If a pqfectspuce Y is a pe#ect image of w q7ace X E 4lb,(metfw0mpact 
Mwe), then YE Jmetacompact Moore). 
I b ~ 
ppoot. As we have observed, Y has a perfect mapping onto a metacompac? Moore 
spa&, Unfortunately, we cannot apply the reasoning that we have used in the proof 
of Theorem 1.2.A because Theorem 2.2.A of [6] asserts the existence ofa mapping 
of Y onto a ?‘I-space and _thL is not enough (see Example 1.2.A). 
Let (Wn}NBi be asequence ofpoint-finite open covers of Y such that {St(y, WR))nb l 
satisfies (p) for ,y .E Or, , 
Since Y is a perfect image of a space X E gb,(metacompact Moore), it follows 
that Y has a sequence {S } ,, ,,,I cf locally finite closed covers uch that 
n Rsll n SJy)O for ye Y. 
Using the fact that Y is a subparacompact space [4], we can find, for each PZ 3 1 
a closed refinement Urn*% ?!W,m of W$ such that each %‘,,,,,, is locally finite. 
Fur a, ntr s 1, put 5R,,, = {F nE: F E spi,, E E gkrn}. Each S&,, is a locally finite 
collection of closed sets refining W” and nn,m;ll n Sa,,Jy) E iP for y E ‘4. 
From the fact that Y is perfect &and metacompE.ct, it follows (see [21]) that, for 
each n, nt, k s 1, there exists a point-finite oper expansion Vk,,k = { Vn,m,k fF): 
F E 3&,,m} of SaSrn refining W” and such that, for F e &,,,,, thl:: sequence { Va,m,k (F)h. M 
is decreasing and its inte,rsection is equal to R 
Put ~~.m,k = %n.k u {Y} and observe that the construction guarantees l:hat 
{n (Yln.nr,&( y)}nRm,kat s tisfies (z&J, Thus we can use Lemma 2.2 in order to modify 
the collection (V &-k}&m,&rI so that it satisfies (2) of Theorem 2.1. 
COIQ~~ 2.l.A. If a pely;ect space Y is a perfect image of a space X that has a 
p& ct (dosed and jkite-to-one) map#ng onto a metaeompact Moore space, then 
.Y ht;(s Q! petfect (closed and f&e-to-one) mapping onlo a metacompac‘t Moore space 
too. 
For open and compact mappings we obtain a generalization fTheorem 2.2. 
pact space. 
ace Y is an open act image of a space 
ore) iff Y is a metacom - 
ave the sufficiency, assume that 
n open s&e % such that each 
.23). From metacompactness of Y, it 
{ ym In a 1 of poi~t-~~~~t~ 0 
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m\n~ we ~8~1 aplg~y Lemma 2.2 and TheoreM 2.1 in or_des to bsh& .th;lt; I% 
P,(metacompact Moore) (see the proof of Theorem 2.21, + _ .: -I, : , J 
It is easy to see that if 9$,(metacompact Moore) is replaced by ~q(metacom~act 
Moore) in Theorem 2.2-B, then the condition that Y is metacompact mmahs 
sufficient but is no longer necessary. . , 
In the second part of this section we shall discuss the cansequemcm of ‘the 
replacement of S&J&) by 9$(A) in Th~cmm 2.2 and 2i2.A. - ’ . ‘. 
As in Remark LZA, If MA+ -CH is assumed, then Theorems 2,2 and 2.2.A 
remain valid with 9$,(&) replaced by !9$(&), 
The proofs remain essentially unchanged, for MA + +33 assures that countably 
compact subsets of the perfect spaces Y from Theorems 2.2 and 2,2.A are compolct. 
It! both cases this implies that any open cover of Y has a ~-point-finite open 
refinement, which is well known to be equivalent to metacognpactpless in tke ch~s 
of perfect spaces (in the result correspond’.lg to Theorem 2.4.A, oneUs So Obse!rve 
that any locally finite collection of closed subsets of Y has a point-finite open 
expansion). 
Example 1.2.A shows that the sentence “if a perfect ‘space ,Y is a perfect image 
of a space X ~9&(metacompact Moore), then Y &,&metacompact Moore)” is 
. independent of the axioms of ZFC. 
We da not know what is the situation for open and compact mapping8 (see 
Problem 3.4). 
On the other hand, if ‘V is additionally assumed to be normal, then Theorems 
2.2 and 2.2.A remain valid for the classes P&& In the proof of these results we 
shall need the following eneralization f Theorem 2.1: 
Theorem 2.1’. 7k ffkYowing condiths are equivalent for a space Y: 
( 1) Y E 9?J mefacompaet &&70re), 
(2) Y bras a squence {“L” (,} np81 of pint-finite opens covers satisfyhg (i), (ii), (iv] of 
Theorem 2.1 and 
(iii) ((7 Uy)) nBI satisfies fq) fur y f Y. 
roof of Theorem 2.1’ is the same as thr.? proof of Theorem 2.1. 
pdow e are ready ;o prove the results corresponding to Theorems 2.2 and 2J,A, 
a ~erfe~ily t-t al space IT is open and csmpmt image of a 
metric ), thert Y E metacontpact i??). 
The prcmf of ~eo~em 2.2~4’ mqubes mom effwt. TZle space Y need not be 
either metacompait or $ubparacompact. However, Y bs the property that locally 
fink coliections of closed sets have point-finite open exp4ansions. Weshall use this 
property of Y in constructing stit&ble point-finite covers of Y. The construction 
is a modific&tisl-n of t3he proof of tke fact tlhat he class of metacompact g-spaces is 
presepved by perfect max)pings iven in [7]. The same method can be used in cPrder 
to obtain direct proofs of Theorems 1.2.A and 2.2.A, 
Theorem 2.2.A’ %~!tows from Theorem 2.1’, Lemma 2.2.B of [6], Lemma 2.2’ 
and the foil3awing lemma. 
Cmma 2.2Ap. Assume that f : X -3r Y is a perfect mapping of a space X onto a 
petfeet space Y. If X E C?,(nzetucmp2cb Momz), then Y has a sequence {T+n]nal of 
p&a&finite open cuvm wc?if that {n T-$ (;,I)}~ a 1 satisfies (&) for y E Y. 
pp;O&. Since X has a quasi-perfect mapping onto !a metacompact Moore space, it 
folltows tirat there exist sequences {%n}nal of open covers of X and { &,}n;bl of 
c~iocall~~ finite closcn covers cif X such that for JZ 2 1: 
(1) {St;. r, (Iun)}nsf satisfies (8,) for x E X, 
(2) S?,, k,efines qn and %n+l C= %,, 
(3) if C is a countably compact subset of X and %!k a finite subcollectioc of %, 
cotering C., t&n there exists a finite subcoNection 4%;, 1 of 4!&+ i covering C such 
that the closures of the elements of %;+I refine %?k. 
Moreover, by modifying the sequence {Z!!$},,&l, we can assure that 
(4) ifx~E,EaP,,t~enf,5~~+zrE,forsomeit=”,+lE~~+1, 
Let (E) denote f”“f (ET). One: can construct by induction, for each FE 2 1, a set 
for ign apdp fog 
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(a) is a cover of (E(a)) an4 the elements of 
7&d) = a, &en ahe clmlufes uf th4S e;;1cementls *&Y’) ‘fkfine:%w cQ1)* ’ 
We shall indicate how tc? did for given a E A,, and *Jar) sequences QI’ dAn+l 
extending a and collections Ii(a’)* 
Let E,, = E(a). We waat to be; satisfkd, so we take x E Efl and try ,to, find 
EE + l containing x such that .E c E=‘, and (6) hw a finite caver by elemchts of 
n + 1 whose closures refine I j,‘,’ . 
By virtue of (4), there e decreasing sequence E, aEm+1 7 - * . &A that 
E& for m >n and x E nMan J$. From (I) and (2), it f~lioats’ that {I?~},&, 
satisfies (q) and, coaseqaently ((4%)) mBn satisfies (q) too,- Lemma O.,l‘ show-~ that 
C = nmP,, (E,) is countribly wmpact and each neighlxmMxi-of C? contains ome 
(E,,,). Thus we can dse (3) in order to find a finite %;+I c %m+1 for this C :and 
%; = %,, (cm). Obviously, we can remove from $1 :+I the elements that do rrot intersect 
C. The construction GUI be completed by taking E to be a term’of {Em)n;>A such 
that (E)4J%L+t and defining CZC,,+&‘)=$Ck+r for to‘ being‘the xtensionof ty 
by E. 
We shall prove that if {En}np~ is a sequence such that all = (ES, . l . , E,,) E A,, and 
n 1 En f (4, then the sequence {G,& 1, where C, = U %*(a,) satisfies (ca), 
It is a standard observation that, in order to show that {Gn}aSl satisfies (q)+it is 
sufficient to show that if U,, G %,,(cuJ and un+!c Z& for n 2 I, then the sequence 
NAAb~ satisfies fq) and ~‘LI U,, #@. We ,rrnly have to prove that nnal U.. sC0. 
This, in turn, follows frorm the fact that nnrI V, =jTnal E, UN n(E,) # 0 and 
Putt F(a) = f(E(a )) and H(ar ) = Y\fl(X\[.j $I, (a)). From (7), it follows that F(a) c 
H(a)4 
It is easy to observe that, for each a 2 1, {F(a): ay GA,} is e locally finite as an 
indexed collection. Thus we can find, for each n, k a 1, a m-pain? finite open cover 
“gr n,k := { ~.kb): CY E A,) of Y such that F(a) c I&&Y) c H(a) and nksI Vnsk(~) = 
F’(O) for iy E A,. 
If y E Y, then, by Grtue of (6), there exists a sequence {&}il;rl such that o,, = 
(El,... , E,kA, andnnal E,,nf-‘(y)#0Since Vn,k(a,)~HCun)C~(~~n(a,)) 
it follows that ( VL.k ((Y,)} ,,,k a1 satisfies (q). Moreover, 
each KG,, into a countable collection {VL,k,,n]n,~,m~~ 
1 to each Kl.k,mr we obtain a countable 
e open co~ljrs of Y such that 
J, -C&be~ ;/ mappie@ 
mentioned that the assumption of normality OS Y is 
mpact IGore) &pUeB Y B sb,(nortilal metacompact 
a norm&Ill space. 
3.P. Is the class of perfect preimages of metawmpact ore spaces closed under 
the afztion of perfect miappingk? (see Corollary 2.2.A). ^ I , 
3.2. 1~ every subparacompact p-space a perfect image of a space that has a perfect 
mapping onto 8 Moore space? (see 1203). 
Is the class of perfect preimages of Moore spaces closed under the action of 
perfect mappings? 
Does every perfect and subparacompact p-space have a perfect mapping onto a 
Moore space? (see [S] or [22]). 
%3. The same as in 3,2 with Moore spaces replaced b:~ cr-spaces and p-spaces by 
Z-spaces [ 171. 
Is it consistent with ZFC to assume the existence of an open ancli compact 
mapping cf an IL&space X onto a perfect space Y which does WC_ have any 
quasi-perfect mapping onto a metacompact Moore space? 
Note added in pram$ The answer to Pr+%ra 3.1 is “Yes”. The answers to Problems 
3.2 and 3.3 are “NO”. 
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